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Background of the study
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Background of the study…. 1
•

Used cooking oil (UCO) – an economic source of lipids which can be used to make biodiesel.
Used Cooking
Oil (UCO)

Lipids

Esterification

With Alcohols

Biodiesel

(Chemically, FAME: Fatty Acid Methyl Ester)

Usage in diesel engines
(either alone or in blend)

•

Government of India policy encourages R&D, processing, blending and marketing of
biodiesel.

•

However, no policy in place for restricting re-use of used cooking oil (UCO).
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Background of the study…. 2
•

Bulk use of cooking oil in India is by:
–
–
–

•

However, no documented knowledge on what happens to used cooking oil.
–

•

Restaurants and eateries
Canteens in institutions (educational, commercial/offices and industrial)
Ready-to-eat food producers

Therefore, a greater need to understand the market structure of disposal and processing of used
cooking oil.

Munzer Bioindustrie GmbH, hereafter known as client, is Austria's largest Bio diesel player and
one of the EU's leading firms in this area of converting UCO (Used Cooking Oil) to Biodiesel.
–
–

–

It is planning to set-up plant(s) to produce bio-diesel in India.
However, the feasibility for setting up a plant to produce the biodiesel would be dependent on
sourcing of the used cooking oil.
Unlike developed countries, in India there are no regulations in place for restricting re-use of cooking
oils. This probably is due to lack of knowledge on the ill effect of used cooking oil on the health.
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Background of the study…. 3
•

Client, therefore, appointed BIRD, the Business & Industrial Research Division of IMRB
International to conduct a study to explore and understand the disposal and re-use practices
for bio-diesel.
–

This document is the draft final report for the study.
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Objectives of the study
Business Objectives
“To set-up a plant in India to produce bio-diesel from used cooking
oil.”

“To advise on policy framework for disposal and usage of used
cooking oil in India.”
Research Objectives

I.

To understand the value chain for disposal and usage of
cooking oil in India.

II.

To understand current legal framework and regulations
pertaining to disposal of used cooking oil.
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Research findings

Ecosystem for production, disposal & usage of used cooking oil…. 1
Cooking
Process

Used Cooking
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Give away
OR sell
1

Throw-away

Cooking Oil Users
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Waste Collector
(Unorganized Segment)
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food chain.
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/ Users
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Harmful Disposal

Harmless Disposal

Soaps

Bio-diesel
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Ecosystem for production, disposal & usage of used cooking oil…. 2
•

Therefore, major methods of ‘disposing-off’ UCO by the users of cooking oil are:
–
–
–
–

•

There is also some evidence of UCO getting back into food chain.
–

•

Disposing by throwing off
Giving away / selling to waste collector / aggregator
Giving away / selling to waste management firms/agents.
Giving away / selling to UCO processors/users

This aspect is explored in next few slides.

What are harmful and harmless disposals?
–
–

Harmful disposal: Refers to disposal which is harmful for society / environment. For e.g. burning in
open air, throwing away in drain or through means where waste management systems do not operate.
Harmless disposal: Refers to disposal in a way which is not harmful to society / environment. For
e.g. burning without causing environmental pollution, disposal through proper/prescribed waste
management techniques.
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Used cooking oil (UCO) entering the food chain…. 1
•

Branded refined cooking oils in India are sold at upwards of INR 100/- per litre.
–

For e.g. for Fortune, a major cooking oil brand in India, following are broad prices of different types of
oil:
•
•
•

Refined soybean oil: INR 100/- per litre and above
Refined sunflower oil: INR 105/- per litre and above
Mustard oil: INR 156/- per litre and above

•

It has been observed, through the course of this research, that unorganized food players buy
cooking oil in the price range of around INR 50 – 70/- per litre.

•

Given that this price is 40-50% below the lowest market price, following could be the reasons:
–
–

•

Oil purchased by these players is of low quality i.e. made out of cheap and low quality oil seeds
This oil is actually UCO / adulterated with UCO.

Therefore, chances of UCO entering the food chain again exist.
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Used cooking oil (UCO) entering the food chain…. 2
•

As discussed, chances of UCO entering the food chain again exist.
–

This can happen in two ways:
UCO entering food
chain

Direct purchase of UCO
by smaller players

“I have heard that the discarded cooking oil or used cooking
oil of five star hotels is purchased by smaller hotels and
road-side eateries to be used in their kitchens.”
- Used cooking oil processor

Purchase of packed
cooking oil – which is
really a cleaned UCO

“We buy <local brand> refined oil for cooking. This oil is
packed and sold from retail outlets. The price is around INR
60 per litre. We do not have idea if this is in fact a used
cooking oil.”

- Canteen Operator / Caterer
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Used cooking oil (UCO) entering the food chain…. 3
•

Two common ways in which UCO can re-enter the food chain are:
–

Deliberate purchase of UCO by players in food industry. Reasons for doing so would be one or more
from below:
•
•
•

–

Inadvertent purchase of UCO by these players through two means:
•
•
•

•

Non-awareness of harmful effects of re-using UCO in cooking
Focus on saving costs through usage of UCO
Non-existent laws / non-compliance regarding ‘disposal practices of UCO’
Purchase of cheap open oil in unorganized markets, and/or,
Purchase of packed and branded (albeit a local one) oil

Both the above types of oil may be, in fact, UCO or a fresh cooking oil adulterated with UCO

However, this cannot be corroborated by means of any direct enquiry possible under the
scope of this research.
–

A separate / add-on study which will deep-dive into this unorganized food players can help to validate
this further.
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Used cooking oil (UCO) entering the food chain…. 4
•

There may even be a chance that the oil processors / waste management firms may be selling
used cooking oil to smaller restaurants / eateries.

•

However, since the above falls under moral and/or legal wrongdoing, stakeholders will not
readily accept this.
–

•

Our efforts to get some information regarding this has not yielded results.

Only way to corroborate the above hypothesis is to carry out a close and continuous visual
observation of the entire collection – aggregation – processing – sales chain.
–

This falls under ‘industrial espionage’ and cannot be conducted through market research approaches.
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So is nothing being done in India to improve the situation?
•

The answer is no. There are small steps which are being taken in isolation.

•

For e.g. KFC has tied up with Advait, a newly established bio-fuel company, to collect used
cooking oil (UCO) from KFC in the Andhra and Telangana region.
–

To access news article, click here.

•

Even during our discussions with McDonald’s – Delhi region, a willingness to explore tying up
for its waste management with a firm who can also ensure UCO disposal.

•

Therefore, the opportunities in the sector of UCO disposal are attractive in India.
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Cooking oil users can be classified into several types….
•

… basis
–
–

Who / where the food is served?
What type of service is provided?

Cooking Oil Users
Restaurants / Eateries

Fine Dining

Quick
Service
Restaurants
(QSRs)

Casual
Dining

Road-side
Eateries

Canteens / caterers for
medium-long term contract
Educational

Office /
commercial

Industrial

Public
Places (e.g.
railway
stations)
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Defining various types of restaurants / eateries
FDR – Fine Dining Restaurants
People dine here for dining experience itself which is a mix of product and service.
These are usually on the upper end of the budget. Payment is done after the meal.

QSR – Quick Service Restaurants

These are usually self-service restaurants with limited but well-known food options.
Restaurants are usually branded and have multiple outlets. Meals served are usually
snacks. Payment is done before the meal.

Casual Dining

Casual dining is similar to a fine-dining in the sense that payment is done after the
meal. However, service and product are usually of average quality. In some cases
even the table may be shared between more than one groups.

Road-side Eateries
These are cheap food options where snacks as well as full meals are available.
People usually stand and eat – in some case supported by a tall portable table .
Payment may be before or after the meal.
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Cooking oil usage & left over: in restaurant and eateries

Sunflower /
soybean / palm oil

Used Where?

Quantum of Use

Residual Oil

Indian cooking and frying

FDR: Up to 4000 L
QSR: Up to 12,000 L for
around 50 outlets

Snacks: 20-30%
Food: 40-50%

Monthly

Olive oil

Pasta and Italian cooking

FDR: Up to 100 L
QSR: Varied usage –
depends on cuisine served

Consumed/Minimal leftover

Monthly

Sesame oil

Chinese and Oriental cooking

FDR: Up to 15 L
QSR: Varied usage –
depends on cuisine served.

Consumed/Minimal leftover

Monthly

•

Even in case of road-side eateries, the cooking oil is used to the fullest.
–

Casual dining restaurants, which use around 2000 L of refined oil a month, may have practices which
are a mix of FDR/QSR and road-side eateries.
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Cooking oil usage & left over: in canteens / caterers
•

In case of canteens (either educational, office / commercial and industrial), largely North
Indian cuisines and snacks are served.
–

•

Quantum of oil usage in these segments varies.
–
–

•

Roughly, total cooking oil used for 100 people is around 80-100 litres in a month.
This can go up or down depending on the rate of change of cooking oil.

The cooking oil, in all the above cases, is almost used to the fullest.
–
–

•

Cooking oils used include sunflower oil, soybean oil, mustard oil, palm oil etc.

In many cases, once frying is done, the UCO is cleaned / sieved and used for preparing gravies and
stir-frying vegetables.
In cases, where it is left over, UCO is around 2-5% of the cooking oil used.

In all the above cases, the reasons for no left-over UCO is either non-awareness of
harmful effects of UCO and to save money.
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Estimated usage of cooking oil & volumes of discarded UCO in Delhi (1)
•

Large restaurants (cost for two: INR 1,500 and above for a meal)
–
–
–
–

•

Average oil usage: 4,000 litres per month
Average discarded UCO: ~ 1,200 litres per month (assuming 30% leftover UCO)
Large restaurants in Delhi: ~ 1,000
Monthly discarded UCO: 1.2 Million litres per month

Medium sized eateries (cost for two: INR 500 - 1,500 for a meal)
–
–
–
–

Average oil usage: 2,000 litres per month
Average discarded UCO: ~ 200 litres per month (assuming 10% leftover UCO)
Medium sized eateries in Delhi: ~ 5,000
Monthly discarded UCO: 1 Million litres per month
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Estimated usage of cooking oil & volumes of discarded UCO in Delhi (2)
•

Canteens
–
–
–

Roughly, total cooking oil used for 100 people is around 80-100 litres in a month.
Of this only around 2-5% of remains as discarded UCO.
To put things in perspective:
•
•

Delhi NCR has 150,000 enrolled students in post-graduate courses.
Assuming a 2 year course and 50% hostel canteen usage,
–
–

–

•

The above does not take into account a large number of office / commercial and industrial canteens
as also undergraduate canteens.

Estimated household consumption of used cooking oil in Delhi*:
–
–
–

•

Monthly oil consumption: 135,000 Litres / month
Monthly discarded UCO: 4,500 – 5,000 Litres / month

Household: 3.6 million;
Yearly usage per household: 3.5 – 5 litres / month
Total cooking oil consumption: 15.3 million litres / month

Usually no UCO remains – whatever remains is thrown down the drain!
–

Even if 1% UCO remains, this amounts to 150,000 litres per month.
* Basis IMRB household panel data for Delhi
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Why or not is used cooking oil (UCO) discarded?.... 1
•

There are three broad philosophies as to why UCO is discarded or not. These are:
–

UCO is discarded as:
•
•

–

UCO is not discarded. It is used to the fullest.
•
•

•

Either in the deep frying process itself.
Or for making gravies, stir-frying etc. after sieving UCO.

While, among fine dining restaurants and branded QSRs, there is a structured system in place
for discarding UCO,
–
–

•

It is unfit for consumption due to ill-effects on health.
It is unfit for consumption due to loss in properties – colour, viscosity, taste etc.

A mixed approach is followed in casual dining restaurants, canteens / caterers etc. – some may
discard it while others may use it to the fullest.
Road-side eateries almost always use it to the fullest.

Next slide gives some verbatim statements of respondents as to why UCO is discarded.
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Why or not is used cooking oil (UCO) discarded?.... 2
Oil which remains at the
bottom becomes unfit for
use. It becomes black and
spoils the colour and
taste of items cooked. It
also has an adverse effect
on health.

Oil in the first use has all the
nutrients. But due to
constant heating, and
repeated use good fat gets
lost and is replaced by bad
fat. This has adverse effect
on health. Health is the
main issue – looks are
secondary.

After oil has been used for
frying two-three times,
remaining oil is sieved to
remove dark particles.
It is then reused to
prepare gravies and
vegetables. No oil goes
waste. There is no
problem if reused for
cooking.

After repeated
usage of oil, food
items cooked in that
lose their taste as
well as shelf life.

We use cooking oil a
maximum of two times. If
used beyond that it starts
smelling, and loses it
colour. So to maintain
quality of food and for
health reasons that oil
cannot be reused.

We have a lab test conducted
every two hours. Too much reuse of cooking oil leads to
increase of PV (peroxide
value) which is harmful for
health.
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In some cases, voluntary initiatives / certifications are followed….
…. which also cover waste disposal / management systems.

•

–

Disposal of UCO is also covered under these systems.

Two popular initiatives / certifications are as follows:

•

ISO 14001: 2015
(Environment Management System)
•

•
•
•

•

The ISO 14000: 2015 is a certification for environmental management
systems.
• It helps organizations improve their environmental
performance through more efficient use of resources and
reduction of waste.
Waste management system is a part of ISO 14001 certification.
Organizations subscribing to this have to dispose waste as per the laid
out norms.
Used cooking oil (UCO) and its disposal is part of the overall waste
management system.

Green Globe Certification
•
•
•

•
•
•

The Green Globe certification is a structured assessment of the
sustainability performance of travel and tourism businesses and
their supply chain partners.
It is based on various existing international standards and agreements
which include ISO systems.
It has four components/modules: Sustainable Management, Social
/ Economic, Cultural Heritage and Environmental.
Waste Management Plan is included in Environmental module.
The objective is to ‘Plan & Reduce’, ‘Reuse’ and ‘Recycle’.
Used cooking oil (UCO) and its disposal is part of the overall waste
management plan.

There is no legal framework to govern disposal of used cooking oil either in commercial /
industrial establishments or in households.
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Who takes decisions regarding discarding and disposal of UCO?.... 1
•

Decision to dispose off UCO comprises of two broad steps:
–
–

Discarding of UCO i.e. deciding when to no longer use the oil for cooking
Disposing off UCO i.e. deciding how and when to dispose off / get rid off used cooking oil
Fine Dining

Quick Service

Casual Dining

Road Side Eateries

Canteens / Caterers

Who takes
decision on
discarding
UCO?

• Chief chef

• Chief chef (in small
scale operations)
• Chief chef
followed by lab
scientist (in small
scale operations)

• Chief chef

• Proprietor

• Head cook

On what
parameters?

• Visual inspection
based on viscosity,
color, frothing /
smoking and proper
heating.

• First level: Visual
inspection based on
viscosity, color,
frothing / smoking
and proper heating
• Second level: lab
tests

• Visual inspection
based on viscosity,
color, frothing /
smoking and proper
heating.
• In many cases,
cooking oil is used to
the fullest and is not
discarded.

• Usually cooking oil is
used to the fullest
and is not discarded.

• Usually cooking oil is
used to the fullest
and is not discarded.
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Who takes decisions regarding discarding and disposal of UCO?.... 2
•

Decision to dispose off UCO comprises of two broad steps:
–
–

Discarding of UCO i.e. deciding when to no longer use the oil for cooking
Disposal of UCO i.e. deciding how and when to dispose off / get rid off used cooking oil
Fine Dining

Quick Service

Casual Dining

Road Side
Eateries

Canteens / Caterers

Who takes
decision on
disposing
UCO?

• Admin manager,
and / or,
• Purchase /
procurement
manager.

• Admin manager,
and / or,
• Purchase /
procurement
manager.

• Proprietor
• Chief manager

• Proprietor

• Proprietor
• Head cook

On what
parameters?

• Usually a contract
is given out for
waste collection.
• UCO collection is
covered in that.
• Contract is based
on best prices
which are offered.

• Usually a contract
is given out for
waste collection.
• UCO collection is
covered in that.
• Contract is based
on best prices
which are offered.

• Used cooking oil is
either thrown off or
collected by a
waste collector.
• In case of latter,
standard prevailing
prices are paid.

• Used cooking
oil – if any left
over – is
simply thrown
off

• In cases of low volumes (< 1 L a
day) of used cooking oil is simply
thrown off.
• In case of large volumes, UCO is
given for free in the oil bins. Oil
bins are collected and paid for by
oil supplier or a collector
appointed by him.

•

Prevalent prices for UCO lie in the range of INR 10 – 20 per litre.
–

These may go up on a case to case basis.
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How is used cooking oil disposed off?
•

Used cooking oil is disposed off in two to three broad ways:
–
–

Throwing the UCO
Giving away / selling the UCO
•
•
•

–

•

Most prevalent: To waste collectors or aggregators who pay a price for the waste (including other wastes), OR
Somewhat prevalent: To waste management firms who charge a price for services, OR
Least prevalent: To used cooking oil processors who pay a price.

In some cases, the oil supplier adds to the chain. The UCO may also be collected by oil supplier
himself who pays for the empty bins but the UCO is given away for free.

Usually, the practices are as follows:
What is
done
with UCO?

Fine Dining

Quick Service

Casual Dining

Road Side Eateries

Canteens / Caterers

• Oil is almost never
thrown away.
• It is either given to
cooking oil processors
or to waste
management firms.
• Usually there is a
contract for
collection.

• Among the branded
QSRs oil is almost
never thrown away.
• Like fine dining
restaurants, it is
either given to
cooking oil processors
or to waste
management firms /
aggregators.

• There is no standard
practice to discard
the UCO.
• Practices lie
somewhere in
between a fine dining
/ quick service and
road-side eateries.

• There is almost no
left over – all cooking
oil is used.
• Whatever is left is
generally thrown
away.

• Practices vary from
one contractor to
another.
• In case UCO remains
(i.e. not all cooking
oil is used):
• It is thrown if
volumes are less.
• It is given to
waste collector /
aggregator if the
volumes are high. 27

Collection, aggregation and processing of used cooking oil
•

Collection and aggregation of used cooking oil looks to be an unorganized business.
–
–

•

Basis information obtained from respondents (cooking oil users), the UCO is ultimately used
to make soaps.
–

•

Soap making is a small scale / cottage industry in Delhi NCR, West UP (Muzaffarnagar; ~ 125 Km) and
Haryana. Many local/small-mid sized soap makers are based here.

Based on primary research with cooking oil users – with a more organized waste disposal
approach – we could identify a couple of UCO processors.
–
–

•

In most cases, local ‘kabadiwalah’ or waste collector is involved in collection of UCO.
Even the aggregators seem to be the same who are involved in other waste aggregation – however,
we do not have firm information on this (due to non-disclosure by respondents).

Bharat Oil and Waste Management Limited
Lubri Sales

While the latter is no longer in operation – being in the process of shut down,
–
–
–

The former is largely a waste management company.
It collects UCO from few five star hotels and burns it using environment friendly means.
It actually charges for its services rather than paying for UCO.
28

Annexure
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Annexure A
Setting up a Restaurant / Eatery in Delhi

Setting up a restaurant / eatery in Delhi…. 1
•

In order to set-up a restaurant (minimum seating capacity of 30) in Delhi following
inspections are required:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Cleanliness, ambience and hygiene
Ventilation system and refrigeration storage
In house facility for dish washing
Size of kitchen. It varies for regular restaurants and QRS’s.
Medical and first aid facilities
Staff facilities like uniforms, changing rooms and lockers
Drinking which should be purified through RO process
Separate gents and ladies toilet
Garbage disposal having separate bins for wet and dry wastes
Power backup facilities and communication facilities
Smoking zone facilities as per law

Source: http://delhi.gov.in/wps/wcm/connect/doit_tourism/Tourism/Home/Terms+and+Condition+for+Restaurants
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Setting up a restaurant / eatery in Delhi…. 2
•

Some norms which these restaurants need to follow include:
–
–
–

Maintain high standards of cleanliness, health and hygiene in all stages.
Purification of drinking water as well as those used for ice-making and for making beverages by RO
process
Separate bins for wet and dry wastes
•

Garbage bags should be neatly packed and should not give foul smell when stacked outside for being picked up
by Municipal trucks.

Note: As per a recent news article (21st March 2016), a closure notice has been served on the food
court at Huda City Centre Metro Station of Delhi Metro. This was done after it was found that two
sewage treatment plants (STPs) at the food court were not functioning properly and the level of
pollutants in waste water was above permissible limits.
Issues regarding UCO (improper disposal, re-entering food chain etc.) in India are largely
due to non-existent laws in this regard. If a law is in place, ensuring proper disposal of UCO
(probably within the overall waste management system), the same can be inspected upon
and compliance ensured.
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Annexure B
Research Methodology

Research methodology adopted for the study

Research Methodology

•
•
•

–
–
–

Primary Research
•

Secondary Research

Direct interaction with key stakeholders
Conducted using unstructured business
interviews or UBIs
To understand the value chain

•

Current usage & disposal practices
Value chain and key stakeholders
Transactional volumes and prices

Review of published documents available in
public domain
To understand current legal and regulatory
framework
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Allotted and covered sample size for the study is as follows….
Allotted
Sample Size

Covered
Sample Size

Remaining
Sample Size

Large hotels & restaurants

5

5

--

Eateries

5

4

1

Educational

3

3

--

Office / commercial

2

2

--

Industrial

2

2

--

Ready-to-eat food manufacturers

5

4

1

Aggregators, processors

8

1

7

30

21

9

Segment

Canteens

Total

•

Note:
–

–

Sample for aggregators and processors of used cooking oil has not been achieved as respondents
(discarders of UCO) are unwilling to share the name, contact details of these players.
We have tried secondary research and cold calling to some possible UCO aggregators and processors
but have been unable to identify more than a couple of such players.
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How are the interviews being conducted?
•

Database of user establishments – developed through secondary sources.

•

Telephonic calls to fix up appointments with decision maker (regarding usage of cooking oil
and disposal of UCO).

•

Delphi kind of methodology is used:
–
–

•

Information gathered from an interview is built-upon in next interview
Information is cross checked and corroborated

Downstream chain (aggregators and processors/refiners) respondent generation from
interviews from user establishments.
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Annexure C
Freight Costs
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Freight cost from Delhi to Mumbai
•

Based on secondary research, freight cost from Delhi to Mumbai are as follows:
–
–
–

•

By road: ~ INR 1.5 Per tonne kilometer
By rail: ~ INR 1 Per tonne kilometer

INR Per tonne kilometer refers to cost required to transport a tonne of material for a kilometer.

Distance between Delhi and Mumbai is approximately 1,400 Km.
–

Cost of a 1 tonne freight from Delhi to Mumbai would be around INR 2,100 by road and INR 1,500 by
road.

Source: https://www.fois.indianrail.gov.in/FoisWebsite/html/Freight_Rates.htm, http://www.dnaindia.com/money/reportparliament-approves-national-waterways-bill-to-develop-111-rivers-as-transport-routes-2187482,
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